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Introduction
The 7th Ringwood Scout Group warmly welcomes your family into our Scout Group and
the Scouting community of Maroondah District. We look forward to a long and happy
association with your family. You should always feel welcome to participate with your
child in our activities.
Our Scout Group is part of one of the most successful Districts in Victoria. This is so
because the local community has worked hard to make it that way. It really is a
community affair. Scout Groups are formed and maintained because parents believe in
the benefits and teachings that Scouting has to offer and want to make it available to
their children.
This booklet is provided to all families belonging to, or interested in, our Scout Group,
and it details practical background information about the way that Scouting operates at
the 7th Ringwood Scout Group.
Since its inception in 1908, Scouting has been dedicated to the ideal that young people
will make better citizens and be happier individuals if their natural enthusiasm and
desire for adventure and to be with friends are allied to a sense of purpose and
achievement. It is a framework within which important ‘life skills’ can be learned, such
a leadership, self-reliance, initiative, community spirit, teamwork, first aid, care for the
environment, and responsibility.
Scouting can offer endless possibilities to a youth member. Look through the Some
Scouting Activities and Other Scouting Opportunities sections of this booklet to see just
a sample of what’s available. In this respect Scouting is unique in that it encompasses so
many different types of activities and skills in a safe and fun environment, giving the
youth a ‘taste’ for learning new skills, that could lead them to future hobbies,
adventures or even careers.
Finally, I would like to stress that the Scout Association is a voluntary organisation and it
is only as good as its leaders and supporters make it. We trust that your family will make
a strong commitment to support our Scout Group for the benefit of your children and our
community.
If you have any further questions or require additional information please do not
hesitate to contact me at home on 9879-3349.

Alex Robertson
Group Leader
7th Ringwood Scout Group
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Scouting
The aim of Scouting is to encourage the physical, social, intellectual, spiritual and
emotional development of young people so that they can take a constructive place in
society as responsible citizens.
The main methods used by the Scout Association to achieve its aim include:


Voluntary membership of a uniformed group, which, guided by adults, is
increasingly self-governing in its successive age groups.



Commitment to a code of living as expressed in the Promise and Law, the
meaning of which is expanded as the members grows toward maturity, and
underpins all programs followed by each Section.



The provision of a wide range of attractive, constructive and challenging
activities, including opportunities for adventure and exploration both indoors and
outdoors.



The provision of opportunities for leadership and responsibility.



Learning by doing.



Providing a framework in which each member is encouraged to do their best and
find out more about themselves, thus enhancing personal growth.



Encouragement of activity in small groups.



An award scheme that encourages participation in the full range of activities and
provides recognition of individual achievements.

The Scout Promise
On my honour
I promise that I will do my best
To do my duty to my God,
To (the Queen of) Australia, *
To help other people, and
To live by the Scout Law **
* Individuals choose which version of the promise they wish to take
** For Cub Scouts the last line of the Scout Promise is “To live by the Cub Scout
Law.”
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The Scout Law
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Scout is trustworthy
Scout is loyal
Scout is helpful
Scout is friendly
Scout is cheerful
Scout is considerate
Scout is thrifty
Scout is courageous
Scout is respectful
Scout cares for the environment

Note that Cub Scouts use simplified versions of the Scout Law:
Cub Scout Law:

Cub Scouts are loyal and obedient;
Cub Scouts do not give into themselves.

Our Scout Group
A Scout Group is the local level of the Scout Association that delivers the Scouting
program to the youth of its community. A full Scout Group comprises of up to six
sections: being Joey Scouts; Cub Scouts; Scouts; Venturers; and Rovers.
Each Scout Group is led by a Group Leader (GL), a volunteer appointed by the Scout
Association. The GL is supported by a parent committee, known as the Group
Committee, chaired by an appointed Group President. The Section programs are run by
trained volunteer leaders. Like all Scout Groups our Scout Group is not-for-profit and
self-funding.
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Membership and Registration
Acceptance of Children with Special Needs
We want Scouting to be available to everyone. Our leaders are volunteers and do not
necessarily have the skills and resources to accommodate children with special needs. In
this situation parents of the child, or a nominated other person, may be required to
assist at each activity that child attends. This must be in the role of Adult Support or
Assistant Leader within the section. This will be discussed and agreed upon between the
parents, leaders and Group Leader, before the child takes up the offered place.

Youth Registration
Each new youth member is required to fill in an Y1 form, which must be signed by a
parent or guardian on the joining night. Youth members over the age of 18 years
(Rovers) are to sign their own Y1 form. The completion of this form ensures that the
Scout Association’s insurance policy covers any mishaps that may occur during a Scouting
based activity. The appropriate Group subscription is payable within two weeks of
joining (see section on ‘The Cost of Scouting’).

Joining
Once your child has been offered a place to join our Scout Group, for the first three or
four weeks a uniform is not required. A Scout uniform is required on the occasion of the
investiture, a ceremony to mark full membership into the Scout Association. In Cub
Scouts your child will be called a ‘new chum’ and wear a white scarf until the
investiture. During a 4 to 6 week period the new members complete some basic training
that covers the background of Scouting and learning and understanding the Scout Law
and Promise.

Investiture
A short ceremony is held where each member is invested into the Scout Association by
making the Scout Promise. Parents and family members are welcome and encouraged to
attend. At this time several badges and the Group scarf are presented. In Cub Scouts this
is the first time the Cub Scout wears the full uniform and participates in the Grand
Howl.

Moving through the Sections
Once registered, each member is entitled to move through the sections (Cub Scouts,
Scouts, Venturers and Rovers) when they are ready. There is an upper age limit for each
section, but leaders assist each member to make this a smooth transition before the
upper age limit is reached. Members are also entitled to gain automatic entry to another
Scout Group if the family moves to another area.
The Group encourages mixing of the Sections in order that youth are familiar with how
other sections work, and when it comes time to advance into the next section, it is a
smoother process. To assist this transition, youth are expected to attend several
activities (called “linking” activities) with the “next” section prior to the Going Up
Ceremony.
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Transfers
Members who move out of the local area are encouraged to transfer to a new local
Group. They should contact the Group Leader who will organise a transfer certificate.
This enables automatic membership into the new Group. A proportion of the
subscriptions paid to 7th Ringwood Scout Group will be forwarded on to the new Group,
depending on the time of year and what payments the Group has made to District,
Region and the Victorian Branch on that member’s behalf. This amount will be advised
at the time of transfer.

The Cost of Scouting
Scouting is a non-profit community organisation that is necessarily self-funding. The
expenses of the Scout Group are various. The major cost items are the cost of
purchasing and maintaining of equipment and the running and maintaining the Scout Hall
itself. Purchase of badges, games equipment and craft materials, and covering the cost
of leader training are other expenses to be met.

Annual Subscription
Our Group charges an annual subscription fee to cover the Scout Association registration
fees and the costs incurred in running the Group.
The annual subscription is determined yearly and the current subscription fees are
available on request. Youths starting mid year are charged a pro-rata fee.
The Group pays for all adult leader fees.

Finances
The Group Treasurer and Committee manage the Group’s funds, and all accounts are
audited annually. Our AGM is in August each year and you are encouraged to attend.
There are two major fundraising activities to assist in purchase of major equipment
required by the Group and/or to minimise fees.

Other Costs
Another cost you should expect to pay is for a Scout uniform, at around $60.00 for a new
one. Each member is required to have one. As Scouting is fundamentally an outdoorsbased program, there will be Pack Holidays, camps, hikes and other activities that your
child will, no doubt, want to attend. The cost of these activities is an extra expense but
you can be sure that we aim to keep the price of such activities to a minimum.

Donations
Donations to the Scout Association over $2 are tax deductible – and welcomed! Payment
for services – such as annual subs or camp fees – cannot be claimed.
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Uniform, Equipment and Special Badges
New Uniforms
Scout uniforms and most outdoor gear you may require can be purchased at
www.scoutshop.com.au. Youth members require a blue Scout shirt (woven) and webbing
belt. Jumpers, hats, pants/shorts and socks are optional uniform items available if you
want. Note that you do not have to buy your own scarf or badges as the Scout Group
supplies them at the time of investiture.

Outdoor Gear
The Group owns and maintains most equipment used for camps and Scouting activities.
Each youth member is expected to supply their own personal gear. The Section leaders
can advise on what personal equipment is required for the activities undertaken in their
Section.
Members of the Scout Association can join the Snowgum Club, on request, and receive a
10% discount on all outdoor gear at Snowgum. The local Snowgum centres are listed in
the front of this booklet. Discounts are usually available on some goods at Rays Outdoors
and Aussie Disposals if you mention it is for Scouting.

Special Badges
Although not integrated with the Section
Award Schemes outlined above, there are a
number of special badges which members may
earn and wear at any time, listed below. The
section leaders have details on how to attain
these badges. Occasionally, the section as a
whole may work together to complete the
badge.
Amateur Radio Operator
Badge
Dolphin Badge
Faith Awareness Badge
First Aid Badge

Landcare Badge
Language Emblem
/ Linguist Badge
Local History Badge
Surf Life Saving Badge

Their Service – Our
Heritage Badge
Walkabout Badge
Waterwise Badge
World Conservation Badge

All badges are provided by the Scout Group, and are presented by the section leaders at
an appropriate time.
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A Parent–Leader Partnership
You can reasonably expect that your son or daughter will be in the hands of capable and
caring leaders who have a commitment to providing a stimulating and interesting
program designed to assist children to develop into self-reliant and responsible members
of the community. Scouting emphasises nature, outdoor adventure, citizenship,
leadership, teamwork and, of course, having fun!
Our Group has a commitment to quality Scouting and to your child’s physical,
intellectual, emotional, social and spiritual development. We believe that development
is best served when leaders and parents work in partnership.
In that partnership, leaders will:


Provide you with a notice outlining each term’s program. You will know well in
advance what your child will be doing, what they will need to bring and where they
will need to be for meetings and weekend activities.



Help your child to be accepted as a part of our Scouting family. By becoming a
member of Scouting, your child has become a part of a worldwide family. Our Group
is a unique part of that family and your child is a valued part of it.



Provide your child with safe, approved activities. All activities provided by our Group
have been planned in accordance with Scouting safety standards and have been
approved by the Group Leader. Your child will not take part in activities without your
knowledge. Written permission will be required for adventurous and overnight
activities.



Provide your child with appropriate equipment and facilities for activities. In the
course of the program your child will be provided with the appropriate equipment.
They will be taught how to use it safely and encouraged to care for it and to use it
responsibly. Where personal gear is required, parents will be given plenty of notice.



Help your child know, understand and live by the Scouting Promise and Law. Our
promise and law provide a set of precepts for social living. Your child will see our
leaders modelling these precepts will be explicitly taught them and will be
encouraged to live by them.

In our partnership, parents will be expected to:


Get to know their child’s leaders. Parents should take time to speak to their child’s
leaders to share information about their child, to discuss their child’s progress, to
comment on activities and to keep them informed of events. They should take time
to provide positive comment as well as to discuss problems.



Encourage children to participate in the Group tradition. The tradition of our Scout
Group is of a community where equity is valued, where enjoyable participation is
more important than competition, where individual success is celebrated by all,
where everyone helps and encourages each other, and bullying is not tolerated.
Parents will be expected to encourage their children to enter into the spirit of these
traditions.
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Support Section and Group activities. Scouting can only provide a quality program
with support from parents. This support can take many forms. These might include
attendance at Group functions, helping at meetings, pack holidays or camps,
providing transport to and from activities and camps, or helping with badge work.
Your child’s leader may have other suggestions.



Help maintain and improve Group facilities. While we aim to continually improve and
add to the facilities available to your child, this can only be done with your support.
Your support can take many forms. These include: support for fundraising or making
donations of materials or equipment.



Become involved. Scouting is an organisation run by volunteers. Our Group only
functions because parents, families and friends offer to help as leaders or on the
group Committee. When your child registers with the Group we will ask you how you
can help.

Helping Leaders
We need to look after our leaders! There are many ways you can help them:


Make yourself known to the leaders and ask what you can do to help your child.



Be on time.



Go into the hall to collect your child.



Promptly respond to notices and payments for activities.



If your child is unable to attend an activity, offer an apology prior to the activity.



At the end of a meeting night, outing or camp, offer to help pack up or clean up - do
not assume the leaders have help.



Always give a quick thank-you after activities – it is always appreciated by our
volunteer leaders, who have given up their own time to provide your child with an
activity and experience.
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Become a Leader
Most Leaders are parents of Cub Scouts and Scouts, and as their children grow older and
move into the next section, this creates an on-going need for new leaders to be trained.
Each Section should have at least three leaders and, ideally, four or five leaders, and to
that end, there is a need for a constant ‘succession plan’, where brand-new leaders-intraining are mentored by experienced leaders for several months, to enable a smooth
hand-over.
“What’s in it for me?”
It’s a great opportunity for you to share time with your child – watching them learn new
skills, grow in confidence, and achieve badges, meeting their friends and being able to
take an active interest in this area of their life. It’s also a chance to make new friends,
offer others the benefit of your life experiences, and contribute to your local
community.
“Exactly what is involved?”
There is almost no financial outlay in becoming a Leader and the Group pays for all
leader uniforms, books/resources and training. The time cost is manageable - weekly
attendance is desirable but with three or more Leaders, each can have an occasional
night off. There are generally 10 nights per term, with additional time needed for
planning and preparation. In Cub Scouts there is one overnight weekend per year (the
Pack Holiday), and usually one day-excursion or outdoor activity each term. In Scouts
there are usually camps and/or outdoor activities each term.
“I was never in Scouts or Guides myself”
No prior knowledge is assumed, or necessary. Fathers and mothers are welcome. All
training, resources, program ideas and game books are provided. The other leaders will
help you. As well as some on the job training, basic training is provided consisting of
three stages: a two to three hour seminar, a Skills Day on a Saturday or Sunday, and
then a two-weekend training course. Training sessions are held continuously throughout
the year, so it’s easy to find a convenient date to attend.
“Is it hard?”
It’s a lot easier than you’d think! The kids are there because they want to be, they have
all promised to keep to a code of conduct (the Scout Promise and Law), and you have
the backing of the Scout Association and its well proven programs, and the support of
your Group Leader, fellow leaders and the District team.
“How do I start?”
Please phone the Group Leader or speak to any of the other Leaders, expressing your
interest. We are very supportive of newcomers.
You might like to join us for a few Cub Scout Pack meetings, or Scout Troop nights or a
camp to see what you’re getting into – before you make a decision. Please, don’t be shy
or leave it until later! We need you - now!
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Leader Registration
The Group Leader meets with each parent offering to be a leader or Adult Support, and
will outline the role and responsibilities of the task and complete the necessary
paperwork:






an A1 Offer to Become a Leader form
Consent to Check and Release Police Record form.
Character referees
Copy of your driver’s license or passport (or similar) are required.
Application for Working With Children card (if not already held)

Prospective leaders will be interviewed by the District Personnel Committee and need to
make a commitment to complete the relevant basic training within one year. No adult is
permitted to regularly work in a Section until approved by the Scout Association.
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The Group Support Committee
Every Scout Group forms a parent committee, known as a Group Support Committee, to
assist the Group Leader provide the resources needed by the Section Leaders to run
effective and safe programs. It does not have any role in the training of youth
members.
Members of the Group Support Committee are appointed by the Group Leader to serve
for twelve months, although they are eligible for re-appointment. Members of the Group
Committee are principally drawn from parents of youth members, and may also include
former Scouts or others interested in the Group. The Group Leader is the only leader on
the Group Support Committee. The Group Support Committee’s main office bearers are:
a President/Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer. Other positions include membership,
fund raising, maintenance, etc.
An independent Auditor is also required to audit the books annually.
The Group Support Committee usually meets once a month and is required to hold an
Annual General Meeting each year to adopt the annual report and annual accounts.
The functions of the Group Support Committee include to:


Ensure the Group has adequate funding to enable it to provide high quality programs
to the members at an acceptable cost.



Ensure proper records are kept and all funds are accounted for.



Arrange and provide suitable accommodation for the Group.



Provide and maintain equipment required by the Sections of the Group, in liaison
with the Group Council, through the Group Leader.



Assist the Group Leader to recruit, retain and support Leaders for all Sections of the
Group.



Recommend the appointment of a Group Leader to the District Commissioner.



Ensure that all persons in direct contact with the youth members of the Group are of
exemplary character and are fit and proper persons to carry out their role of leading
young people.



Assist the Group Leader with the implementation of the Group plan and receive
reports on progress.



Establish and maintain good relationships with other community organisations and
community leaders generally.



Convene an Annual General Meeting at which the audited financial accounts of the
Group and an annual report presented.



Each year forward to the District Association an audited statement of accounts
including a complete schedule of all Group assets including both real estate and
other.
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The Cub Scout Section
The Cub Scout section is for boys and girls aged 7 years to around 10½ years old
(maximum 11 years old).
Our Cub Scouts meet Wednesday nights, during the school term, from 7.00pm – 8.30pm.
Usually a Cub Scout Pack is organised into three or four groups of six Cub Scouts called
‘Sixes’. Each Six is named after a colour, and is led by an older Cub Scout called a
‘Sixer’, and assisted by a ‘Second’. The Cub Scout theme is based around Rudyard
Kipling’s The Jungle Book, with the Cub Scout Leader named ‘Akela’ after the leader of
the wolf pack, and the other leaders taking on other character names from the book,
such as ‘Baloo’, ‘Bagheera’, ‘Raksha’ and ‘Chil’. The Cub Scout motto is Do Your Best.
Once a term the Akela will get together with the sixers at a Pack Council to talk about
the Pack’s activities
The Cub Scout Section program revolves around playing games and doing activities to
develop relationship skills, values and abilities, helping others and participating in the
award scheme.

Cub Scout Award Scheme
The Cub Scout Award Scheme has three parts: the
Boomerang Scheme; the Achievement Badge Scheme; and
the Grey Wolf Award.
Boomerang Scheme
The Boomerang Scheme is the major part of Cub Scout
training and is the method that helps to achieve selfresponsibility, outdoor Scouting, aims and principles,
awareness, values, creativity and world awareness. There
are three Boomerang levels: Bronze, Silver and Gold. Each Boomerang level has 14 parts.
For each Boomerang, parts one to seven must be completed and of parts eight to 14,
three must be completed.
Achievement Badge Scheme
There are 34 badges to choose from. Each
badge has two levels and Cub Scouts can
choose the level they’d like to achieve.
The badges are grouped in four categories:
Art and Literature; Nature, Science and
Technology; Sport and Recreation; and Our
World.
Special Interest Badges
As well as the Achievement Badges, a Cub Scout can earn a
number of special interest badges.
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Cub Scout Leadership Course
The aim of the Cub Scout Leadership Course is to provide suitable leadership skills for
Cub Scouts developing through the Pack and Six environments utilising a practical ‘hands
on’ approach. These are run by Districts within Victoria.
Grey Wolf Award
The requirements for earning the Grey Wolf Award are:
 Gold Boomerang Badge
 Have participated in a minimum of four outdoor activities
in the past 12 months
o One of which must be an overnight camp
o One should be an inter-Pack activity
 Using a map, plan and lead a bushwalk of at least two
hours duration with your Leader and a group of Cub
Scouts (three to six youth members).
 In the past 12 months have attended two Pack Councils.
 Have completed four Level 2 Achievement Badges (one from each category)
 Have completed one Special Interest Badge – see page 8.
 Develop and present a resource (e.g. a game or play) for your Six or Pack based on
your understanding of the Jungle Books.

Section Handbook
The following handbook outlines the award scheme for this Section. It is available at
Snowgum or through your Cub Scout Leader:


Cub Scout Record Book

Major Activities
Pack Holiday – the main highlight for the Cub Scout Pack is an annual weekend away at
an approved campsite. Accommodation is usually in tents. The activities for the
weekend are around some sort of theme such as Olympics, Environment, Pirates or
Spies.
Cuboree – this is a camp available to all Cub Scouts in Victoria every three years. It is
held at Gilwell Park, Gembrook. Accommodation is in tents and activities are geared to
the Cub Scout age. Duration is usually five days, and they attract around 3,000 children.
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Badge Placement – Cub Scouts
All badges are provided by the Scout Group, and are presented by the section leaders at
an appropriate time.
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The Scout Section
The Scout section is for boys and girls aged 10 years to around 14½ years old (maximum
15 years old).
Our Scout Troop meets Thursday nights, during school term, from 7.30pm - 9.30pm.
Usually a Scout Troop is organised into groups of around five or six Scouts called
‘Patrols’. Each patrol is named after an Australian animal, and is led by an older Scout
called a ‘Patrol Leader’ (PL), and assisted by an ‘Assistant Patrol Leader’ (APL). The PLs
regularly meet with the Scout Leader at a meeting called a Troop Council to plan Troop
activities and deal with the management of the Troop and its Scouts. The Scout motto is
Be Prepared.
The Scout Section program provides opportunities for the development of relationship
and leadership skills, values, initiative and abilities through increasing independence in
participation in camping, outdoor activities, community service, training games and an
award scheme.

Scout Award Scheme
The Scout Section award scheme has several components: Scoutcraft Badge, Target
Badges, Proficiency Badges, Patrol Activity Badges, and Cords.
Scoutcraft Badge
The first badge to be completed by every Scout after investiture
is the Scoutcraft badge. It covers basic Scouting skills. The PL will
help the new Scout learn or revise the requirements of this
badge.
Target Badges
Target badges provide for going to places and doing adventurous, appealing things that
young people enjoy. Target Badges cover the areas of: Air activities, Campcraft,
Citizenship, Construction, Emergencies, Environment and Water Activities. The Target
scheme is subdivided into three levels – Pioneer (Red), Explorer (Blue) and Adventurer
(Green). The requirements for each Target develop skills progressively from Pioneer to
Adventurer level. To gain the Pioneer, Explorer or
Adventurer Badge, the respective Campcraft and
Citizenship Target are compulsory, with one other Target
to be chosen from the above list for each level.
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Proficiency Badges
The Proficiency Badge scheme is designed to encourage Scouts to develop individual
hobbies, pursuits and interests. There are 34 Proficiency Badges in a wide variety of
interests including Anthropology, Trade, Entertainer, Fire Awareness and more. These
badges require at least 10 hours of effort or participation (depending on the nature of
the challenge) but should not exceed four months. Inherent in each badge is the need to
demonstrate increased proficiency in the activity or interest as part of earning a badge.
For example if young people are taking music they must demonstrate an interest and
proficiency in the subject beyond the level expected of them in their school work in
order to qualify for the appropriate badge. Irrespective of the proficiency, skill or
knowledge of a Scout at any point of time, these badges are only awarded after a Scout
has accepted a challenge. Scouts may not obtain the objectives set out, but if they gave
their best, they could still be considered as having carried out a satisfactory challenge.
Some of the badges are shown below.

Patrol Activity Badges
The philosophy behind the Patrol activity badges is the
encouraging of common participation of Scouts in small
Group activities organised and run by them with a minimum of adult involvement. The
Patrol decides its own activity and the Troop Council approves the standards and decides
when the Patrol Activity Badge has been achieved.
Cords
There are three Cords corresponding to each of the three levels
Pioneer Cord (Red), Explorer Cord (Blue) and Adventurer Cord (Green),
as for Target Badges. The requirements are as follows: Pioneer Cord Pioneer Badge, two Proficiency Badges and one Patrol Activity Badge;
Explorer Cord - Explorer Badge, a total of four Proficiency Badges, and
two Patrol Activity Badges; and Adventurer Cord - Adventurer Badge, a
total of six Proficiency Badges, and three Patrol Activity Badges.
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Scout Leadership Course
The aim of the Scout Leadership Course is to provide suitable leadership
skills for Scouts developing through the Troop and Patrol environments
utilising a practical ‘hands on’ approach. These are run by Districts
within Victoria.
Australian Scout Medallion
The Australian Scout Medallion is the highest achievement possible
for a Scout. The Australian Scout Medallion is awarded when a Scout
earns their Adventurer Cord, and has completed a Leadership Course
and participated and demonstrated their leadership skills in a
Scouting activity. This would involve the organisation and planning of
an activity or event, which would cover a minimum of one full day or
overnight. There are two major ceremonies each year (May and
November) when the medallion is presented.

Section Handbooks
The following handbooks outline the award scheme for this Section. They are available
at Snowgum or through your Scout Leaders:



The Scout Record Book
Fieldbook for Australian Scouting

Major Activities
Troop camps – most Scout Troops go camping at least once each term. Each patrol has
its own equipment and is usually responsible for its own cooking and campsite. Camps
may have a theme, such as water activities or survival skills.
Scout hikes – most years the Troop will go on at least one overnight hike.
Jamboree - A Jamboree is held in Australia every three years, which means a Scout will
have only one chance to attend one. It is an once-in-a-lifetime experience of around 10
days’ non-stop fun and activities. Up to 16,000 Scouts and leaders attend from many
countries around the world. There are World Jamborees held in a different country
every four years for 14-18 year olds.
See also section on Some Scouting Activities.
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Badge Placement – Scouts
All badges are provided by the Scout Group, and are presented by the section leaders at
an appropriate time.
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The Venturer Scout Section
The Venturer section is for young people aged 14 years to around 17½ years old
(maximum 18 years old).
Usually a Venturer Unit runs with about 15 plus Venturers, and together with the
Venturer Leaders is managed by a small group of the Venturers, led by an elected Unit
Chairman, who make up the Unit Council. The Venturer motto is Look Wide.
The Venturer Section provides opportunities for the development of leadership,
management and relationship skills, values, initiative, and abilities thorough a program
of participation in a wide range of challenging outdoor activities, community service,
discussions and an award scheme.

Venturer Award Scheme
There are two parts to the Venturer Award Scheme. The main part is Venturing Skills
Award to the Queens Scout Award. The other part is the Major Interest Award, which is
intended for the Venturer who is heavily involved in a particular sport or activity.
Venturer Skills Badge
The Venturing Skills Award covers basic skills in bushwalking, campcraft, map reading,
knotting and first aid. Another Venturer is appointed as a sponsor who helps the
Venturer acquire the required skill. Previous experience in
Scouting can be used to obtain credits for the individual
components of the badge, subject to Unit Council approval.
Queen’s Scout Award
The Queen’s Scout Award consists of four areas:
 Community Involvement - involves activities centred on
citizenship, service and the environment.
 Adventurous Activities – where the Venturer Scout is
challenged in initiative, expeditions and outdoor adventures
 Personal Growth - an opportunity for the Venturer Scouts to
find out about themselves through expressions, ideals,
mental pursuits and their own lifestyle.
 Leadership Development - preparing for adult responsibilities in a democratic society
will come from being involved in Unit Management and Leadership courses. A look at
vocations gives an opportunity to study employment prospects for the future.
To gain the Queens Scout Award the Venturer chooses from an immense array of
activities to satisfy the requirements in these areas which involve a minimum of 70 hours
of work. They must also be recognised as being of good
character and a worthy member of the Scout Movement and be
recommended by the Unit Council, and have a personal
interview with the District Commissioner, who in turn will
recommend to the Victorian Branch Chief Commissioner that
the Queen’s Scout Award be presented. The Award is
recognised by the wider community as an outstanding
achievement and the certificate is presented by the Governor
of Victoria.
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Major Interest Award
This recognises a special interest that may have developed or
been established under the guidance of an outside organisation.
The speciality should be a subject that would come within the
range of activities covered by the four Queen’s Scout Award
Areas.

Section Handbooks
The following handbook outlines the award scheme for this Section. It is available at
Snowgum or through your Venturer Leader:


Venturer Scout Record Book.

A magazine for Venturers, Interchange, is also published, eleven times a year. Each Unit
is provided with a copy and it is also available to individuals by subscription.

Major Activities
Unit Major Activity – Most Units plan and participate in a major activity each year. This
might be an especially challenging hike or an interstate trip.
Hoadley Hide - this is a competition hike at Easter each year. Venturers compete in
groups of four to six to complete as many ‘stunts’ as best they can, over the four days.
Vic Gathering – this is a fun camp held in December each year, attracting around 1500
Venturers from Victoria and interstate.
Venture – a Venture is the equivalent of a Scout Jamboree but for Venturers. Like a
Jamboree they are held in a different Australian state every three years, and are heaps
of fun with about 2,000 participants. Often the camp incorporates a four to five day
expedition of the participants’ choice, like rock climbing, ‘Sun and Surf’, hiking and
tours.
World Jamborees - There are World Jamborees held in a different country every four
years for 14-18 year olds.
See also section on Some Scouting Activities.
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Badge Placement – Venturers
All badges are provided by the Scout Group, and are presented by the section leaders at
an appropriate time.
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The Rover Section
Usually a Rover Crew runs with about 10-15 Rovers. The Crew is self-governing and led
by an elected Crew Leader with assistance from a warranted adult leader known as a
Rover Advisor. The Rover motto is Service.
The Rover Section provides opportunities for young adults to offer service to their
community and Scouting, develop their personal abilities and equip themselves to lead
active and satisfying lives as responsible citizens through participation in a wide range of
activities, by taking on management and organisational responsibilities and by making a
commitment to live by Scouting values and ideals.

Award Scheme
Squire Training
New Rovers undertake a series of ethical and practical training
tasks with the assistance of an experienced Rover, known as a
sponsor, prior to being invested as a Rover.
Baden-Powell Award
 The Baden-Powell Award is designed to widen the interests
and knowledge of Rovers - it is intended to be personally
challenging and helps Rovers develop as a person. There
are two paths to achieve the award – one involves gaining a Service Award, Project
Badge, Scoutcraft Badge and the Ramblers Badge, and the other path involves
meeting agreed challenges covering spiritual development, intellectual and
emotional development, social development and physical development.


The Award is recognised by the wider community as an outstanding achievement and
the certificate is presented by the Governor of Victoria.

Section Handbooks
The following handbook outlines the award scheme for this Section. It is available at
Snowgum or through the Rover Advisor:


Rover Record Book

Major Activities
Surfmoot – an annual beach fun camp on the Australia Day Weekend.
MARB – Metropolitan Area Rover Ball – the social event for all Rovers in and around
Melbourne.
Rover Moot - a Moot is the equivalent of a Scout Jamboree or Venture but for Rovers.
Like a Jamboree they are held in a different Australian state every three years, and a
heaps of fun with about 500 participants.
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Badge Placement – Rovers
All badges are provided by the Scout Group, and are presented by the section leaders at
an appropriate time.
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Ceremonies
Ceremonies have a small but significant place in Scouting. They are short, simple and
sincere. While Ceremonies in the Scout Group are not to be regarded as public events;
they are not ‘secret’ either. They are for the youth members and their families.
Attendance of family and close friends of those involved is encouraged.
The Association uses a number of approved ceremonies in its program. The main ones
are briefly described below. All forms of initiation of members and the use of secret
ceremonies are prohibited.

Investiture
Each member is invested into the Scout Association by making the Scout Promise. This is
the first time a new member wears the uniform and when they are presented with the
standard badges and Group scarf. In Cub Scouts it is the first time to participate in the
Grand Howl with the Pack. As the member progresses from Section to Section (eg. Cubs
to Scouts) they must renew their Promise as they are invested into each Section.
Whenever possible it is held at some attractive spot in the open air. Generally an
investiture is held as part of the Section program.

Going Up Ceremony
The Scout Group runs these ceremonies, which usually involve two or more sections of
the Scout Group, as members progress from one section to the next. There is usually a
simple obstacle to negotiate to signify the ‘crossing over’ to the next section.

Award Presentations
Each section normally presents the highest awards at a formal ceremony, where parents
and families can recognise and appreciate the training the members are undertaking.
The awards include the Promise Challenge (Joey Scouts), Grey Wolf Award (Cub Scouts),
Australian Scout Medallion (Scouts), Queen’s Scout Award (Venturer Scouts) and BadenPowell Award (Rovers).
The Queen’s Scout Award and the Baden-Powell Award are the most distinguished
awards a youth member can achieve. They are held in high regard not only within the
Scout Association, but in the general community as well. Recipients of this award are
presented with a parchment from the Governor of Victoria, as the Queen’s
representative, at a ceremony held each October.
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Some Scouting Activities
Abseiling
The Victorian Branch Abseiling Council offers trained abseiling leaders as well as training
courses for Venturers, Rovers and Leaders. It also has a mobile abseiling wall that can be
hired for activities. There are also several permanent abseiling towers and rock-climbing
walls at some of the larger Scout Campsites.

Bushwalking
The Scout Bushwalking Support Team trains and encourages leaders of all sections to
develop their skills in leading bushwalking parties. It has an associated bushwalking club
that runs a walk each month for leaders to put their theory into practice. Many Scout
and Venturer Leaders are qualified to lead overnight bushwalks.

Camping
The Scout Association owns over 60 private campsites throughout Victoria, let alone
those located around Australia and the world. The main site owned by the Scout
Association in Victoria is Gilwell Park, just out of Gembrook. It is utilised for many large
camps including Big Bludge, the Cuboree and many leader training courses. Other sites
commonly used by our Group are Clifford Park in Wonga Park, and Cresco Park in
Warrandyte. Clifford Park incorporates an activity centre that provides weekend
activities for Scout Patrols.

Canoeing
Maroondah District offers canoe training for Scouts, Venturers, Rovers and Leaders on
the Yarra River at Warrandyte.

Caving
The Victorian Branch Activities Council provides caving as an adventurous activity for
Venturer Scouts, Rovers and Leaders. They run day and weekend trips to Buchan, Mt
Eccles and Portland every second weekend from February to October. They also provide
training in caving activity leadership.

First Aid
The Victorian Scout First Aid Service offers first aid training to all youth and adult
members, and provides first aid services at Scouting functions. The youth courses are
designed to meet the requirements of the award scheme, whilst the adult courses (for
over 15-year-olds) are fully accredited. Many Section Leaders are also qualified in first
aid.

Flying
The Association conducts two Air Activity Centres in Victoria, at Moorabbin Airport and
Riddell Airfield, Riddell’s Creek. At these centres activities are available for Cub Scouts,
Scouts and Venturers, which consist of a morning talk and an afternoon flight in a light
aircraft with an experienced commercial pilot.
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Gliding
The Gliding Club of Victoria provides a gliding activity for Scouts, Venturers, Rovers and
Leaders at Benalla Airfield. Scouts assist in running the club’s activities during the
remainder of the weekend – e.g. assisting with launching and retrieving gliders, and
weather permitting, have two glider flights.

Parascending
The Victorian Scout Parascending Team run activities for Venturers, Rovers and Leaders.
The sport entails controlled ascending and descending in a parachute connected by a
line to a tow vehicle.

Rock Climbing
The Victorian Branch Rock Climbing Team an extensive range of rock climbing courses to
attain leader and instructor qualification, as well as day and weekend trips for the older
sections – Venturers and Rovers.

Sailing
The Guide and Scout Water Activities Centre is a well-equipped facility situated on the
shore at Sandringham Harbour with Corsair, Pacer and Mirror sailing dinghies, canoes,
rowing boats, IRB rescue boats and other craft. The Centre offers open days to provide
an introduction to water activities. The Centre also runs formal training courses in
sailing and power boating, and is recognised by the Australian Yachting Federation as an
approved teaching establishment.

Scout Shows
Scout shows offer a unique experience for members. They develop confidence,
teamwork, self-discipline personal organisation and lots more. Every participant just
loves the experience. Whitehorse Showtime is the local Scout show of Maroondah and
Whitehorse Districts. The cast is usually around 150, and every year Scouts, Venturers,
Rovers and Leaders from our Group are invited to become involved in the Show.
Melbourne Gang Show provides a similar opportunity, available to Scouts from all over
Melbourne.

Snow Activities
The Victorian Branch has formed a Ski Touring Team to train and encourage leaders of
all sections to develop their skills to lead ski parties. Scouts operate several ski centres
close to the Australian snowfields including one at Tawonga, near Mt Beauty and another
at Jindabyne. The Victorian Rovers manage two ski lodges: the W.F.Waters Memorial Ski
Lodge at Mt Baw Baw; and the Bogong Rover Chalet, situated on the southern slopes of
the Bogong high plains in the heart of Victoria's Alpine National Park, just 12km from
Falls Creek Ski Village.

Water Skiing
The Victorian Branch offers water skiing opportunities throughout the year for Scouts,
Venturers, and Rovers, mostly on Lake Eildon.
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Other Scouting Opportunities
Amateur Radio
The Scout Radio and Electronics Support Unit provides radio and electronics related
services for scouts. The Unit has two portable amateur radio repeaters, VK3RSR and
VK3RSS, which are used for large Scouting events. They also help Scouts and Venturers
obtain amateur radio licenses by running theory classes and examinations as required.
The Unit is also responsible for the Victorian co-ordination of the annual Jamboree On
the Air (JOTA) and Jamboree On the Internet (JOTI).

Australian Badge Club
The Club is open to all members of the Scout and Guide Associations. The major aim of
the club is to assist members to accumulate, assemble and provide facts relating to the
history of Scout badges from all over the world. Members are encouraged to swap
badges by correspondence, thus encouraging friendship within Australia and around the
world. Regular meetings are held on the third Sunday of alternate months at 152 Forster
Road, Mount Waverley.

Community Radio
Scouts run a community radio program about Scouting based in Heidelberg: Inner F.M.
96.5 ‘Scouting Around’; which is on air every Thursday 6-7pm. Members of individual
Scout Groups are invited to put together programs to go on air.

International Exchange Program
The Scout Student Exchange Program is an initiative of Scouts Australia and partner
Scout Associations overseas. The Exchange Program is fully registered with the State
Education Department and health insurance is part of the official package. Being an
international exchange student is the experience of a lifetime. Living as a member of a
family in an overseas country such as England, Denmark or Japan will demonstrate how
other people see the world, the foods they eat, their life style, recreation, and work
habits.

Letter of Introduction
All youth members and leaders who travel overseas privately, whether for pleasure or
business, are entitled to hold a Scouting International Letter of Introduction. This
enables you to make contact with overseas members of the Scout Movement by
establishing your Scouting bona fides and gives authority to purchase an Australian scarf.
Visiting a Cub Scout or scout meeting while travelling overseas can be a real highlight of
your trip.

Overseas Jamborees
All youth members are eligible to attend jamborees run by other countries. Scouts
Australia usually sends an official Australian Contingent to the Japanese and New
Zealand Jamborees and to the four-yearly World Jamboree.
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Pen Pals
This is a free service provided by Scouts Australia to help people from all over the world
to make new friends via email and ‘snail’ mail. People who list are given a special
password that allows them to edit their listing at any time, or to remove it when it is no
longer required.

Pilot Training
Pilot training is available to Venturers, Rovers and Leaders at the Moorabbin Air Activity
Centre on weekends and some weekdays. Training is provided by fully qualified flying
instructors to Unrestricted Private Licence standard; and night classes for all ground
subjects are available.

Scout Band
The Victorian Branch Scout Band offers an opportunity for players of any concert band
instrument (i.e. brass, reed, percussion) to gain experience in playing with a welldisciplined and well-rehearsed band. The band numbers approximately forty, and plays
regularly at various Scout functions and commercial events. Rehearsals are held every
three weeks in the eastern suburbs.

Scout Heritage Centre
The Scout Heritage Centre, based in Como Cottage, South Yarra, provides an insight into
the history of Scouting and to the youth and adult members who have strived to deliver
and facilitate the highest quality educational and developmental programs for youth
since 1908. The Centre houses over 20,000 items and some of the highlights include:
uniforms of yesterday - including over 700 scarves; an extensive library; Jamboree
memorabilia; Changi Prisoner of War Rover Crew artefacts; and films, photographs,
badges, and various historic Scouting gear.

The Environment
Members are encouraged to develop an appreciation and respect for their natural
environment. The Scout Association offers the Landcare Badge and the World
Conservation Badge to meet this end. There are often large environmental projects
organised by Victorian Branch for members to participate in, such as the ‘Murray River
Rescue’ tree-planting project. There are also international environment projects the
Venturer and Rover sections are supporting, notably in Nepal and Bangladesh.
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General Policies of the Scout Association
Information regarding Scouting policies and rules can be found in the Scout Association
of Australia’s publication Policy and Rules 2005. This can be purchased at Snowgum
stores or borrowed from the Group Leader.

Activities
Any Scout is permitted to participate in any approved or recognised Scouting activity,
subject to the Scout Association’s policy guidelines and, in the circumstances of an
adventurous activity - such as abseiling, air activities, bushwalking, caving,
canoeing/kayaking, horse-riding, rock climbing, sailing, ski touring and snow camping,
white water rafting, 4wd driving and excursions - to the prior written consent of a
parent or guardian. Responsibility for the safe conduct of any activity is vested in the
Leader in Charge of that particular activity.

Alcohol
The consumption of alcohol by participants or any person involved in the care of
participants, prior to or during a youth activity is prohibited. Alcoholic drinks may be
served at a Scouting function where girls and boys aged under 18 are present provided
that their parents have had reasonable notice of the nature of the function and where a
representative number of parents and guardians are present.

Drugs
Our youth training program with its goal of citizenship development will encourage our
members to develop responsible attitudes and patterns of behaviour in connection with
licit drugs. The use of illegal drugs is prohibited at all Scouting activities and it is
expected that no member of the Movement would experiment with, or use these
substances.

Duty of Care
A duty of care exists on all leaders to ensure that:


They attend and satisfactorily complete training courses so that they are accredited,
after demonstrating competency, to satisfactorily perform their role as leaders.



They are fully conversant with the Association’s rules regarding activities.



They know and acknowledge the limit of their own abilities and expertise and ensure
that our Youth Members are properly trained and tested before being permitted to
engage in an adventurous activity.



Parental consent is obtained before participation in any adventurous activity in
permitted.



The Group Leader is aware of where and when an activity is taking place.



If a person is injured whether in the Scout Hall or in the bush, they have a
responsibility to ensure that medical treatment is immediately provided.



They are familiar with, and always observe, the requirements of the Association’s
Incident Audit Procedure in the event of a serious or potentially serious incident.
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Firearms
Scouts are not permitted to use firearms except on a supervised shooting range, subject
to being of at least 12 years of age and having the written consent of their parent or
guardian.

Knives
Knives, other than clasp knives (i.e. pocket knives), are prohibited.

Insurance
The Victorian Branch insures all registered members for personal accident insurance for
both income and non-income earning members. Committee members are also covered
under the terms of the policy. Public liability insurance is also provided which provides
indemnity in respect of all normal Scouting activities while acting with proper approval
or consent. This also covers member-to-member insurance. The Group also takes out
insurance to cover the Scout Hall and its contents.

Politics
Scouting is a non-political organisation. It is important that this position is not
compromised in any way, such as by the distribution of political leaflets or appearing to
give support to any particular candidate or party. However, local councillors and
Members of Parliament, being elected representatives of the community, are
encouraged to support Scouting, such as by attending important Group ceremonies.

Public Appearances, Statements
Scouts in uniform are not permitted to take part in any public entertainment without
permission of the Scout Association nor to express any opinions as a Scout through the
media on anything to do with Scouting without the previous approval of Victorian Branch
Headquarters. No arrangements should be made until approval has been obtained.

Provision for Male and Female Members
In sections with mixed membership, it is preferable that there be male and female
leaders. In every camp or overnight activity each person must have separate bedding.
Sleeping accommodation may be shared if the parents are advised of the arrangements
before hand. Provision shall be made for private changing facilities and ablutions for
male and female youth members and adult leaders.

Religion
The policy of the worldwide Scout Movement, which includes members of many different
forms of religion, is that all members should develop, and be encouraged to develop,
their relationship with the spiritual values of life. The emphasis is given in the words of
the Scout Promise: “to do my duty to my God”.

Smoking
Leaders who smoke are expected not to smoke, or allow smoking, in any environment
where smoking would lead to ‘passive’ smoking by the Youth in their care, or nonsmoking adults. In line with Victorian legislation, Leaders will not knowingly allow young
people under the age of 18 to smoke. All Victorian Scout buildings, including training
and camping facility buildings, are declared as ‘Smoke Free Zones’.
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Scouting Organisation
The World
There are 151 countries with internationally recognised National Scout
Organisations. Total world membership is currently over 28.8 million.

National – Scouts Australia
The National Council and Committee, based in Sydney, are comprised of
leading citizens, the Chief Commissioner of Australia and the National and
Victorian Branch Commissioners. These people manage the Association on
a National Level, setting the direction for adult training, publications,
uniforms, international events and youth program. The Chief Scout of
Australia is usually the Governor-General.

Victorian Branch
The Victorian Branch is responsible to promote Scouting within the State; provide
training courses for leaders; provide camping and activity sites; responsible for running
major activities such as Scout Hike and Hoadley Hide; and general administration. The
Chief Scout of Victoria is usually the Governor of Victoria.

Yarra Valley Region
The State is divided into ten regions to support Districts and Groups. There
is usually one paid staff member to run the region office, the main task to
maintain records of youth and adult members. We are part of Yarra Valley
Region which covers the suburbs to the east of Melbourne extending out to
the Dandenongs.

Maroondah District
The Maroondah District comprises of nine scout groups in the general
area of Ringwood and Croydon (including Croydon Hills).
The Maroondah District Commissioner and a team of District Leaders,
together with the members of the District Association Executive
Committee, support the Groups and their leaders. The District team runs
several large events such as camps, patrol activities, hikes, etc for all
members of the District.

7th Ringwood Scout Group
A Scout Group is the local area organisation that offers different levels of Scouting to
various ages. Each Scout Group is led by a Group Leader (GL), a volunteer appointed by
the Scout Association. The GL is supported by a parent committee, known as the Group
Support Committee, chaired by an appointed Group Chairman.
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History of Scouting
Robert Baden-Powell published his Aids for Scouting for the
British Army in 1899 and there is little doubt that the germ
of the idea of Scouting for Boys came to him during the
siege of Mafeking in 1899-1900. During the siege, B-P was
most impressed of the actions of the boys who had been
formed into a Cadet Corps under their own (patrol) leader,
the 13 year-old Sergeant-Major Goodyear.
In 1904, Baden-Powell was challenged to write a boy's
version of Aids to Scouting by the founder of the Boys
Brigade, Sir William Smith. Encouraged by the support he
received for the idea, Baden-Powell mapped out a scheme
and in 1907 held a trial camp at Brownsea Island in Dorset.
This experimental Scout Camp proved an unqualified success and Scouting for Boys was
published in 1908 in six fortnightly parts at four pence a copy. This approach brought the
book to the boys, who purchased 16,000 copies in a fortnight. Spontaneously, small
groups of boys formed themselves into a gang (patrol), elected a leader and later took
the initiative of asking local men to become Scoutmasters. Scouting had started!
The cradle of Scouting in Victoria was the Tooronga Road State School, Caulfield; where
in late 1907 one of the pupils, Roy McIndoe, received from a friend in England, who had
been a member of the experimental camp at Brownsea Island, some pamphlets which
had been issued by the Chief. These he showed to his mates who immediately got red
shirts, their father's old felt hats, formed ‘patrols’ and ‘whooped round the place like
Red Indians’. Later in 1908, when they received the first copies of Scouting for Boys,
they settled down to genuine Scouting.
It is very difficult to name the first Troop to start in Victoria, but toward the end of
1908, Troops existed in Malvern, Carlton, Albert Park, Brighton, Caulfield, Hawksburn,
Ivanhoe, Camberwell, South Melbourne, Toorak and the YMCA. From 1909 onwards,
Scouting spread rapidly.
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Can you help?
As everything is run by volunteers, we need all families to contribute as best as they can
to the running of our Scout Group. There are countless ways in which people can help.
Some ideas:


Offer to act as a leader of any of the Sections – leaders have fun too!



Assist as Adult Support in a Section



Participate on the Group Support Committee



Offer to take on an office-bearer position



Provide expertise or skills that can be utilised by the Group



Lend equipment (such as a yacht) or facilities (such as a farm for camping) that can
be utilised by the Group



Organise publicity for Group events



Help produce the Group newsletter – contribute photos, chase up stories, donate
printing or paper



Come down and talk to a Section about your profession or hobby



Provide an excursion to your place of employment eg factory or laboratory



Provide a home for an international exchange Scout



Help with hall maintenance – especially if you have a trade skill



Offer to look after hall hire bookings



Look after the waiting list



Run the uniform swap shop



Act as quartermaster and look after the Group’s equipment



Offer to tow a trailer or, if you have the appropriate licence, to drive a bus to
camps and other activities



Donate prizes for fundraising events



Offer to organise fundraising events



Create and maintain a Group website

Please contact the Group Leader or the Chairman of the Group Support Committee if
you can help out with any of these items.
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